
SAGELIO IMPACT COMPETITION
RULES

AIMS

1. Consistently with what’s declared in its Consitution, Sagelio commits to donating 20% of
their yearly profit to support non for profit organizations whose aims are aligned with the
company’s impact objectives.

2. In order to use an universally recognised language, Sagelio considers aligned to its
objectives the projects which have an impact on the following Sustainable Development
Goals:

- Goal 7: Affordable and Clean Energy
- Goal 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities
- Goal 13: Climate Action
- Goal 15: Life on Land

3. For the 2023-2025 period, Sagelio intends to identify one unique partner organisation to
support across the three years, in order to build a relationship and monitor the achieved
impact with the necessary professionalism. For this purpose, the Sagelio Impact Competition
has been created.

REQUIREMENTS

4. Any non for profit organisation can apply for the Sagelio Impact Competition, regardless of
the country in which it’s established and/or operates.

5. In the case of an organisation set in a different legal framework than Italy, the key
requirement is the explicit absence of for-profit activities in the activities of the whole
organisation.

6. The application can be either generic (regarding the organisation’s ordinary activity) or
specific on a project that the organization plans to run in the 2024-2026 period.

7. Applications will be accepted at this link by 15/11/2023 and shall contain:
- Organisation name and contact details
- Hi-resolution logo
- Link to website and/or social media accounts
- Sustainable Development Goals connected to the organization
- A synthetic presentation of the 2024-2026 activities proposed (5 slides or maximum

one A4 page)
- Impact goals and metrics for 2024, 2025 and 2026
- Further optional links to provide additional information

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdnxAQZop4TemrHtY4AtD2S-s3s8Zygobeq0LLlg6inz8gqJA/viewform


DETAILS ON THE DONATION

8. It’s relevant to mention that the donation is directly proportional to Sagelio’s net profit
obtained in fiscal years 2022, 2023 and 2024 and can’t therefore be estimated.
In case of positive income, the amount donated will represent 20% of such profit.
In case of a loss, no sum will be donated; Sagelio will anyway still have the option to donate
some resources also for that year.
The already certain amount that will be donated, equal to 20% of the 2022 profit, is
€7.366,40.

9. The donation will be in cash and transferred in Euros via bank transfer. Sagelio will agree
with the winning organisation on the most appropriate timing and rounds of transfer of such
donation.

SELECTION PROCESS

10. The partner organisation’s selection will happen according to the following timeline:

- 30/10/2023 to 15/11/2023: applications collection via this form
- 16/11/2023 to 19/11/2023: screening of non-compliant applications for formal reasons

(for profit organisations or projects not aligned with the chosen impact areas)
- 20/11/2023 to 26/11/2023: open online voting session through a dedicated page on

sagelio.com
- 27/11/2023 to 3/12/2023: the 5 most voted organisations will be evaluated by a

purpose-made Scientific Committee, by presenting a 5 minute pitch in which they’ll
present the project, followed by a Q&A. Pitching will be in a live, virtual event in a
specific date that will be promptly communicated to the finalists.
The Scientific Committee’s assessment will follow the criteria below. The best ranked
organization will be the winner.

Criterium Maximum score

Long-term impact 5

Project feasibility 5

Team and organization 5

Pitch quality 3

COMPOSITION OF THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdnxAQZop4TemrHtY4AtD2S-s3s8Zygobeq0LLlg6inz8gqJA/viewform


11. The Scientific Committee is composed by the following people, each participating on a
volunteer and spontaneous basis. Each member will express a score on each evaluation
area for all organizations:

- Sen. Mauro del Barba, Assobenefit President
- Mariella Pappalepore, Planetek Italia srl CFO and Confindustria BA-BT member
- Flavio Giannulo, Board Member, APAD Aps
- Teresa Pertosa, Banca Etica, Bari office
- Sagelio (one vote, resulting on the average of each employee’s individual vote)

DUTIES OF THE WINNING ORGANISATION

12. The award will be a donation, therefore unconditional. For a good relationship building,
anyways, it’s expected from the winning organisation to commit to:

- Report every six months on the project’s advancement through update video
conferences with Sagelio’s Impact Manager

- Promptly update Sagelio on important developments regarding the project.
- Authorise Sagelio to use their brand and/or logos in the project-related

communications, with prior consent.
13. In case, over the three years, the winning initiative would stop or prove itself unable to
guarantee the project’s continuity, Sagelio will have the option to interrupt the relationship. In
case this happens, and there are still some donations to be made, the other finalist
organisations will be contacted, in decreasing score order, to assess the status of their
projects and evaluate the possibility of supporting them with the remaining funds.

CONTACTS

For any information or feedback, please send an email to impatto@sagelio.com.
Please be merciful!


